Mounting Posts
Models GNC-1, GNB-1

CURB MOUNT AND BURIAL MOUNT CONFIGURATION

RUGGED, WEATHER RESISTANT, POWDER COATED ROLLED STEEL CONSTRUCTION

UNIVERSAL BOLT PATTERN ON BASE PLATE & FACEPLATE FITS ALL MANUFACTURERS’ PRODUCTS
For the easy installation of keypads, telephone entry systems, and other access control products and for the convenient use of these devices from a vehicle, Linear offers two types of well-built mounting posts. The GNC-1 is a curb mount model that includes a base plate with extra large 5/8-inch holes to accommodate lag bolts to anchor the post directly and securely to concrete.

As an alternative, the GNB-1 is a burial mount for installations where a curb mount is not practical or desired. The material for both mounting posts is 2-inch by 2-inch, 1/8-inch thick, cold rolled steel. A powder coated finish and mounting flange gasket makes these posts extremely weather resistant.